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Thompe B.V. is a Dutch company which specializes in development and production
of self-service machines for retailers. Our machines are used for the
processing of dairy, fruit and vegetables to a ready-to-use fresh product.
Our solutions optimize the use of current concepts and deliver an added value
with the introduction of new concepts. Our experienced team of constructors and
designers are flexible, fast, cost-conscious and result-oriented.
After the great success of the fresh orange juicers in the supermarket, Thompe BV
introduces the AppleJuicer®! The AppleJuicer® has been specially developed for the
supermarket. Built out of the highest quality materials. Our AppleJuicer® is a technical
Dutch masterpiece.

Simplicity makes the AppleJuicer ®
very easy to use!

®
		

Young and old will be convinced of the distinctive taste and juice quality! The apple becomes
freshly squeezed. In addition, the experience is an experience in itself, who has ever seen a squeezed apple in
front of you... ?! The taste will amaze many, the taste will convince to more!

The PATENTED press principle:
The Thompe R & D team has worked for over 4 years on the ideal way of pressing an apple.
With the cold-pressed principle as a press basis, we have combined the best juice yield and quality.
With this method of pressing, the vitamins, minerals and fibers are maximally preserved.
We are very proud that our press principle has been rewarded with an international patent.
Innovative, pure, fresh, healthy and unprocessed apple juice!

The tap:
The tap developed by us is an integrated bottle holder as well. No tampering
anymore, the bottle always hangs right under the tap! The tap is through 2
rotating knobs very easy (dis) assembled. The tap is largely produced from high
quality stainless steel.

Components:
Only 7 parts to clean. All our parts are equipped with an easy-connect system!
Without tools, all parts can be (dis) assembled. The parts are made of durable and high
quality plastics and high quality stainless steel. In addition to the AppleJuicer® we can as
well deliver pet bottles. Our pet bottles can be labelled and
be deliverd with a pre-assembled cap.
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